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TOTALLY COHERENT SET-VALUED 
PROBABILITY ASSESSMENTS 
A N G E L O GlLIO AND SALVATORE INGRASSIA 
We introduce the concept of total coherence of a set-valued probability assessment on 
a family of conditional events. In particular we give sufficient and necessary conditions of 
total coherence in the case of interval-valued probability assessments. Some relevant cases 
in which the set-valued probability assessment is represented by the unitary hypercube are 
also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well established approach in managing uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence is 
probabilistic methodology (in this context, a discussion of symbolic and numeri-
cal approaches is given in [11]). In many applications, the assignment of a complete 
distribution can entail some difficulties because we are in a situation of partial knowl-
edge, moreover very often we are interested in making inferences on a small number 
of conditional events or random quantities. In these cases de Finetti's approach, 
based on the well known coherence principle, allows us to introduce in a flexible 
and gradual way consistent probability assessments on arbitrary families of condi-
tional events. This approach is also suitable in assessing qualitative or imprecise 
probabilistic judgements (see e.g. [3, 5, 6, 14, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24]). 
In these cases a crucial problem is the checking of the coherence of (precise or 
imprecise) probability assessments on the given set of conditional events. For this 
aim, many algorithms have been proposed (see e.g. [4, 8, 9, 15, 18, 25]). 
In this paper we analyze set-valued probability assessments on a family T of n 
conditional events. Imprecise probabilities (see [26] for a general approach) are useful 
to describe uncertainty in many real cases. For example, in a situation of partial 
knowledge, it may happen that some experts are in agreement in assigning a set-
valued probability assessment V E S, where S is a subset of the unitary hypercube 
of Mn (specified by the experts). An interesting case is obtained when uncertainty 
is managed by imprecise assessments such that S is some subset of the set M of all 
the precise (coherent) probability assessments on T. In particular we are interested 
in convex subsets S of [0, l ] n , more specifically when S is an interval of [0, l ] n , say 
[ai,6i] x - x [anybn]. 
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Two reasons which justify the interest in suitable subsets of M are: the determi-
nation of the set M is in general difficult and moreover, as observed in [12], in general 
M is not convex, as the following counterexample shows. Let V = (a,/?,7) be a 
probability assessment on T = {-A|H, B\AH, AB\H}. As well-known, the coherence 
of V requires that the condition 7 = a(3 be satisfied. Therefore the set M of all 
coherent probability assessments on T is the subset of points (a,/?, 7) of the unitary 
cube in .K3 such that 7 = a/3. Given two points V\ = (c*i,/?i,7i), V2 = (a2i/32ij2) 
in M and t £ (0,1) it is easy to verify that the point V = tV\ + (1 — t)V2 in general 
does not belong to My that is V is not coherent, so that M is not convex. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give notations and 
some preliminaries, in particular, given a probability assessment P o n a family T of 
conditional events, we recall the concept of generalized atoms associated to the pair 
(T,V) and give an algorithm for checking coherence of V. In Section 3 we introduce 
the concept of total coherence of an imprecise assessment Vs and give some related 
results. Finally in Section 4 we give some illustrative examples. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
Let T = {F i |H i , . . . , En\Hn} be a set of conditional events, V be a probability 
assessment on T. We denote by II the partition of the certain event Q obtained by 
developing the expression: 
(E\H\ V E\H\ V Hc) A (E2H2 V E
C
2H2 V H2




We denote by C\,..., Cm the atoms of II contained in Ho = H\ \/H2 V.. .VHn and, if 
Ho C fi, we denote by Co the atom Ho = H1II2 ' *' #n- We say that Co, C i , . . . , Cm 
are the constituents (or atoms) corresponding to (or generated by) the family T. 
In [13] the set Q = { Q i , . . . , Q m } of the generalized atoms associated to the 
atoms C i , . . . , C m has been introduced, where Qr = (<M> <Zr2, • • •, <Z™) £ [0, l ]
n is 
given by 
1 if C r C EiHi 
qri = { 0 i f C r C £ t
c H ; (2) 
Pi i f C r C H f . 
We say that the set Q is generated by (or relative to) the pair (T,V). 
Let us consider the following system: 
Pi = X^Li Xrqri i = l , . . . , n 
E « i Ar = 1 (3) 
Ar > 0 r = 1 , . . . ,ra 
in the m non negative unknowns A i , . . . , Am. From a geometrical point of view, the 
compatibility of the system (3) means that V is in the convex hull 1 of Q i , . . . , Qm. 
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As remarked in [13], V E X is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the 
coherence of V. 
We say that n events £"1, . . . , En are logically independent if their corresponding 
constituents are 2n; this concept can be naturally generalized to conditional events 
and we state that Ei\H\,..., En\Hn are logically independent if the number of 
their corresponding constituents is 3 n . The concept of logical dependence among 
conditional events has been deepened in [8] and [10]. 
Given the set Jo = {1, 2 , . . . , n}, for any J = (ji,..., jk) C Jo let us define 
Tj = {Ejl\Hjli...)Ejk\Hjk} 
Vj = (Pj-.,-..,.Pjfc). 
Moreover let Xj be the convex hull of the generalized atoms relative to (TjyVj) 
and A be the set of solutions of (3). For each j E <Io, let us introduce the quantity: 
Mj = max Y^ Xt (4) 
<A ' A - > 6 A . : C ^ 
and afterwards' the set 
Io = {je Jo : Mj=0}. (5) 
We point out that Mj < 1 for each j = 1 , . . . , n and Io C Jo-
in [16] the following recursive procedure is given for checking coherence of a 
probability assessment V on a family T of conditional events. 
Algori thm 1. Let the pair (T,V) be given. 
1. Compute the generalized atoms relative to (T}V) and check the compatibility 
of the system (3); 
2. If the system (3) is not compatible then V is not coherent and the procedure 
stops, otherwise compute the set Jo given by (5); 
3. If Jo = 0 then V is coherent and the procedure stops, otherwise set 
(T,V) = (TIQ,VI0) and repeat steps 1-3. 
Some geometrical aspects of this algorithm have been further considered in [18]. 
3. IMPRECISE PROBABILITIES 
In this section we consider some aspects of coherence when uncertainty is managed 
by imprecise probabilities. We preliminarly observe that some definitions of (local 
type) coherence have been studied in [4, 15] and [25]. 
Let a family T = { £ i | H i , . . . , En\Hn} and a vector A = ( a i , . . . , an) of lower 
bounds P(Ei\Hi) > a,-, for i = l , . . . , n , be given. In [15] the vector of lower 
bounds A on T is defined as coherent if and only if there exists a (precise) coherent 
assessment V = ( p i , . . . ,Pn) on J
7, with p,- = P(Ei\Hi)y such that p,- > a,- for each i. 
In [4] the concept of numericai generalized probabilistic assessment is intro-
duced as a multivalued compact and convex function ip defined on a family 
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of conditional events £ with values in the set of parts of JR, P(M)} with range 
* = {ip(E\H) = [p*)P**]5P* < P**,E\H E £}• In that paper, the concept of coher-
ence was introduced by means of a suitable definition, whose interpretation is based 
on the betting criterion. 
In [25] some related results based on the approach proposed in [26] are given. 
Here we consider a concept of total (or global) coherence of imprecise probability 
assessments. Given a family of n conditional events T = { £ i | # i , . . . , En\Hn} and 
a set S C [0, l ] n , let us consider the set-yalued probability assessment V G S on T} 
denoted by Vs, where V = (p i , . . . ,pn) , with p t = P(Ei\Hi) for i = 1 , . . . , n. 
Definition 2. The set-valued probability assessment Vs on T is defined totally 
coherent if the precise assessment V on T is coherent for every V G S. 
The next proposition provides a first case of total coherence. Preliminarly we 
recall that the relation of inclusion C can be extended to conditional events, by 
defining (see [20]): 
B\A C D\C <=> ABC CD and DCC C BcA. 
Obviously the relation C is transitive. 
Proposition 3. Given a family T = {Ei\H\,..., En\Hn} of n conditional events, 
let S = {V} be a set of precise probability assessments V = (p i , . . . ,pn) on T. If 
Ei\Hi C Ei1#2 Q - - C En\Hn} then Vs is totally coherent if and only if S is a 
subset of the (convex) set M of the points ( p i , . . . ,pn) of the unitary hypercube of 
[0, l ] n such that pi < p2 < • • • < p n . 
P r o o f . Given a probability assessment V = (pi,P2) on the family {B\A} D\C}} 
with B\A C D\C} V is coherent if and only ifpi < p2 (see e.g. Proposition 7 in [6]). 
As the relation C is transitive, then the set of all coherent probability assessments V 
on T coincides with the set M = {(pi , . . . ,pn) G -K
n : 0 < pi < p2 < • • • < p n < 1}. 
Therefore the set Vs is totally coherent if and only if S C M. Q 
Now let us consider interval-valued probability assessments on a set of conditional 
events T. 
Given a = (c*i,... , a n ) , j3 = ((31}... ,/?n) G [0, l ]
n , with at- < /?, for i = l , . . . , n , 
let Pa,/? be the interval-valued probability assessment on T such that 
<*i < Pi < Pi i = l,->.,n, (6) 
where p{ = P ( £ t | # t ) . We write P a , ^ = {[c*i,/?i], • • •, [an,Pn]}-
In particular we denote by V0ii = {[0,1], • • •, [0,1]}, V0tf5 = {[0,/?i], • • •, [0,/?n]} 
and *Paii = {[ai, 1],- • • , [a n , 1]} the interval-valued probability assessments on T 
respectively defined by 0 < pi < 1, 0 < p,- < /?» and at- < p,- < 1 for i = 1 , . . . , n. 
Finally if at- = /?,- = pt- for some i, we write Vatp = {[ai,/?i], • •' >Pi, • • *, [«n,/?n]}-
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We point out that Va$ is associated with an interval contained in the unitary 
hypercube [0, l ] n . We denote by V\y... ,7*2* the 2
n probability assessments relative 
to the vertices of this interval, that is V% = (Pi, • • • ,pn) E {<*i,/?i} x • • • x {an ,/?n} 
for i = 1 , . . . , 2n; these probability assessments will be referred to as the vertices of 
the interval-valued probability assessment Vatp-
The Definition 2 in the case of interval-valued probability assessments can be 
specialized as follows. 
Definition 4. We say that an interval-valued probability assessment VQtp is totally 
coherent if every precise conditional probability assessment V = (p i , . . . ,pn) on JF, 
with 
oci < Pi < Pi, 2 = l , . . . , n , 
is coherent. 
Now let us give some results about total coherence. The first theorem concerns 
a necessary condition for total coherence. 
Theorem 5. Let V\,... ,7*2* be the vertices of an interval-valued probability as-
sessment VQip on a family T of conditional events, and let Q\ = {Qn, • • •, Qim}, • • •, 
Q2n = {Q2
n l, • •, Q2nm} be the sets of the generalized atoms relative to (V\1J
r),..., 
(7*2*,-T7)- If Vatp is totally coherent then for every subscript j the point Vj belongs 
to the convex hull of Q\ U • • • U Q2* • 
P r o o f . Assume that Va,p is totally coherent. Then, for every j = 1 , . . . , 2
n , Vj 
is coherent and thus it belongs to the convex hull of Qj and consequently it also 
belongs to the convex hull of Q\ U • • • U Q2*. D 
In the following, we shall apply the above theorem as a criterion for checking non 
total coherence of Vaip-
In order to prove the main result of this section, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. Let V = (p i , . . . ,pn) be a coherent probability assessment on a family 
T = {F i |H i , . . . , i<7n|Hn} and p*,p** be two probability evaluations for another con-
ditional event F;n+i|Hn+i. If the assessments (p i , . . . ,pn,p*) and (p i , . . . ,pn,p**) on 
T U {En+\\Hn+\} are coherent, then the assessment (p i , . . . ,p n ,p n+i) on 
F\J {.En+i|Hn+i} is coherent for every p n + i G [p*>-?**]• 
P r o o f . Given a conditional event En+\\Hn+\\ it is well-known that the prob-
ability assessment (pi, • •. ,pn ,pn .fi) is a coherent extension of the assessment V 
(defined on T) to the family T U {En+\\Hn+\} if and only if pn+i belongs to a 
suitable interval \pl,pn] C [0,1]. Moreover, the hypothesis of coherence of the as-
sessments (pi , . . . ,p n ,P*) and (pi , . . . ,pn ,P**) implies that the values p* and p** 
belong to [p;,p"], and then [p*.P**] C \p*\p"]. Thus from p n + i G [p*.P**]
 lt follows 
Pn+i £ Ip'iP"] a n ( i then (p i , . . . ,p n ,p n+i) is a coherent probability assessment on the 
family {E\\Hu...}En\HniEn+\\Hn+\}. • 
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T h e o r e m 7. An interval-valued assessment Va)p on T is totally coherent if and 
only if every precise assessment V = ( a? i , . . . , xn) on T with 
Xi G {a,-,A-}, i = l , . . . , n , 
is coherent. 
P r o o f . The necessary condition follows by the definition of total coherence. The 
sufficient condition is obtained by a recursive application of Lemma 6. Let us assume 
the coherence of the assessment V = (x\,... , x n ) for every ( x i , . . . . xn) G {a i , / ? i} x 
• x { a n , / ? n } . Then from coherence of (0:1, x2i..., xn) and (/?-., x2)..., xn), by 
Lemma 6, the coherence of ( p i , # 2 , . . . , x n ) follows for every pi G [^i,/?i]. Analo-
gously, from coherence of (pi , o:2, x 3 , . . . , xn) and (pi , /?2, x3)..., xn) the coherence 
of ( P i . P 2 , £ 3 , . . . ,_cn) follows for every (p i ,p 2 ) G [c*i,/?i] x [a2 , /?2] , and so on. In 
this way we obtain tha t the assessment V = ( p i , . . , P n ) is coherent for every 
( p i , . . . , p n ) G [a i , A ] x • • • x [a n , /3 n ] , tha t is VQtp is totally coherent . D 
In conclusion, the total coherence of the interval-valued probability assessment 
^octp = {fc*i,/?i], • • •, [
t tn,/?n]} amounts to the coherence of the 2 n probability 
assessments 
V = (xly...,xn) G {c*i,/?i} x ••• x { a n , / ? n } . 
Theorem 7 is the basis of some results which will be given below. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. Let T = { F i , . . . , En} be a family of n events. If E\,..., £"n are 
logically independent, then the interval-valued assessment VQ^ = { [ 0 , 1 ] , . . . , [0,1]} 
on T is totally coherent. 
P r o o f . In this case T is a, family of unconditional events. Then the coherence of 
a given assessment V on T amounts to the condition V G 2", where X is the convex 
hull of the generalized atoms Q i , . . . , Qm. Since E\,..., En are logically independent 
there are 2 n a toms and, as H0 = ^ (yielding Co = 0), the corresponding generalized 
atoms are the 2 n vertices Q i , . . . , Q2n of the unitary hypercube of lR
n. For every 
assessment V = (x\,... ,xn) G {0, l }
n , it is V = Qh for a certain subscript h and 
then V G X. Hence the interval-valued assessment Vo,\ = { [ 0 , 1 ] , . . . , [0,1]} is totally 
coherent . E 
A different proof of Proposition 8 is given in [2], 
R e m a r k 9. Wi th analogous arguments , Proposition 8 can be extended to the case 
of a family T = {E\\H,..., En\H}, with E\,..., Eni H logically independent. 
L e m m a 10. Let T = {F7i |H i , . . . , En\Hn} be a family of n logically independent 
conditional events and let V = ( # 1 , . . . , xn) be a probability assessment on T such 
tha t Xi G {0,1} for each i — 1 , . . . , n. Then there are 2 n distinct generalized a t o m s 
generated by (T,V) and hence V G Q, tha t is there exists at least a subscript k such 
that V = Qk-
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P roof. As X{ £ {0,1} for i = 1 , . . . , n, then by (2) it follows that qri E {0,1} for 
r = 1 , . . . , m and i = 1 , . . . , n so that the Q r 's are vertices of the unitary hypercube 
of JRn. Now let us prove that the set of distinct generalized atoms coincides with the 
set of vertices of the hypercube. Let (x\y..., xn) be any vertex of the hypercube. 




where it is A{ = EiHi or Ai = EfHi according to whether Xi = 1 or Xi = 0, 
i = 1 , . . . , n, we obtain 2n atoms. If we consider the 2n — 1 atoms different from 
Co = Hc..-H^j then we can easily verify that all the corresponding generalized 
atoms coincide with the vertex (x 1 } . . . , xn). • 
We observe that for every j = 1 , . . . , n, the atom A\ • • -An is contained in Hj 
and in the following it will be denoted by C\. 
Proposi t ion 11 . Let T = {E\\H\,..., En\Hn} be a family of n logically indepen-
dent conditional events. Then the interval-valued assessment Vot\ = {[0,1], . . . , [0,1]} 
on T is totally coherent. 
P r o o f . Since E\\H\,..., En\Hn are logically independent there are 3
n atoms 
and 3n — 1 generalized atoms for any probability assessment V on T. Given an 
assessment V = ( x 1 , . . . , xn) E {0, l }
n , Lemma 10 implies that the generalized atom 
Q\ associated with the atom C\ = A\ • • -An coincides with V. Then, applying the 
Algorithm 1, the condition V El corresponding to the compatibility of the system 
m m 
v = J2x*Qh> X ^ = i, *h>o 
h=l h=l 
is satisfied in particular when X\ = 1 and Â  = 0 for h -̂  1. Then, for every Hj it is 
J2 Ah = Ai = 1 , 
h:ChCHj 
so that it results Mj = 1 for every j and hence I0 = 0. Thus, for every ( x i , . . . , xn) E 
{0, l } n the assessment V = (x\,..., xn) is coherent and therefore the interval-valued 
assessment Vo,\ = {[0,1], . . . , [0,1]} on T is totally coherent. • 
Proposition 12. Let T = {E\\H\,..., F;n|Hn} be a family of n conditional events. 
If H\,..., Hn are pairwise incompatible then the interval-valued assessment Vo}\ = 
{[0,1], . . . , [0,1]} on T is totally coherent. 
P r o o f . Since H{Hj = 0 for i ^ j , the atoms C\y..., Cm are the following ones: 









O2n-i = Hl--H^_íEnHn C2n = H{---H^_xE
c
nHn . 
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Given an assessment V = (p\,... ,pn), the generalized atoms are 
Ql = ( l , P 2 , . . . , P n ) Q2 = ( 0 , P 2 , . . , P n ) 
Q3 = ( P l , l , P 3 , . . - , P n ) QA = ( P l , 0 , p 3 , . . . , P n ) 
Q2n-1 = ( p i , . . . , P n - l , l ) #2n = (Pi, - - - ,Pn- l , 0) . 
We observe that if V E {0, l } n then Q/^E {0, l } n for every subscript h. Moreover, 
for each k = 1 , . . . , n it is V = Q2A.-1 or P = Q2ik according to whether pk = 1 or 
pjb = 0. In other words, n of the 2n generalized atoms, say Qi1}. .*,Qin, coincide 
with V, and ik = 2* — 1 or ik = 2k, for .fc = 1 , . . . , n. 
Then, for every V £ {0, l } n , the condition V £ 2" is satisfied, that is the system 
in the unknowns A i , . . . , A2n 
2n 2n 
V = ^A fcQ fc, £ A f c = l, Afc>0 
h=i h=i 
is compatible. In particular the system has the following solutions: Ai : AXl = 1 and 
A/j = 0 for h ^ i ' i ; . . . ; \ n : X{n = 1 and Xh = 0 for h ^ in. Then every linear convex 
combination with positive coefficients of A i , . . . , An is a solution A = (Ai , . . . , A2n) 
of the system such that 
A2J-1 + A2J > 0 , j = l , . . . , n . 
Moreover, for each jy it is 
2 J A/j = A2i7-i + A2j > 0, 
h.ChCHj 
so by Algorithm 1 we get Jo = 0. Therefore V is coherent and Voy\ = {[0,1], . . . , [0,1]} 
is totally coherent. D 
Remark 13. We observe that in Bayesian uncertainty modeling, if we regard a 
given event E as evidence and n events Hi,..., Hn as hypotheses constituting a 
partition of the certain event IQ, then the probabilities P(E\Hj), j = 1 , . . . , n, play 
the role of the likelihood and by Proposition 12 they are coherent. The more realistic | 
case in which Hi,.. .,Hn do not constitute a partition of Q, has been considered I 
in [7], where the checking of coherence of the assessments {P(Hj), P(E\Hj), j = 
1 , . . . , n} has been studied in the context of automatic medical diagnosis. I 
Propos i t ion 14. Let (pi,... ,pn) be a coherent probability assessment on a fam- | 
ily T = {i?i |H i , . . .,i?n|Hn} ar-d -E'n+il-^n+i be a further conditional event, with 
Hn+i A (Hi V • • • V Hn) = 0. Then the interval-valued assessment {p\,... ,pn, [0,1]} 
on TK} {E'n+il-^n+i} is totally coherent. 
P r o o f . Let Cn ,C i , . . . , C m be the atoms corresponding to the family T =1 
{ £ i | H i , . . . , En\Hn). Then, as Hn.f 1 A (Hi V • • • V Hn) = 0, for the family T' = 
Tl) {i^+il-ffn+i} the atoms are the following ones I 
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C[ = CiH c + 1, C2 = C ^ - ^ + i, ' • * C'm = CmH
C + i 
C^i+1 = C'o-Kri+l-fffi + l, Cm+2 = Co-E^+iHn + l, "•• CQ = Co-^n + l • 
Then there are ra + 2 generalized atoms # i , . . . , Q m +i . Qm+2
 w ^ h Q m +i = (iPi> • • •. 
p n , l ) and Q m + 2 = ( p i , . . . , p n , 0 ) . 
We observe that the total coherence of { p i , . . . , p n , [0,1]} amounts to coherence of 
the two assessments ( p i , . . . , p n , 0) and ( p i , . . . , p n , 1). As concerns the assessment 
V = ( p i , . . . , p n , 1) on T\ since V
1 = Q m +i the system 
m+2 m+2 
V'=J2\hQ'hl ^A^ = l, Afc>0 (7) 
h=\ h=i 
is satisfied by the solution Xh = 0, for h ^ m + 1, Am+i = 1. Thus we get 
E fc = (° forj = 1 " 
h:ChCH> [ 1 for j = 71+1 
so that Mn+i = 1 and, by coherence of V, it follows (see Algorithm 5.2 in [17]) that 
the assessment V' = (V, 1) = (p i , . . . , p n , 1) on T
1 = TU {-Sn+i|Hn+i} is coherent. 
With analogous arguments, considering V1 = OP,0) = (p i , . . . ,p n ,0) , as V = 
Qm+2 , the system (7) is compatible with Mn+i = 1 so that (p i , . . . , p n , 0) is coherent 
too and we conclude that the interval-valued assessment {p i , . . . , p n , [0,1]} is totally 
coherent. D 
Remark 15. We observe that, from the point of view of the fundamental theorem 
of probability of de Finetti, the previous result amounts to stating that the interval 
[p'jp"] of the coherent extensions of the assessment V on T to i!7n+i|Hn+i coincides 
with the interval [0,1]. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give some applications of the previous results: in the first one the 
total coherence is attained; in the second one the total coherence is not verified; in 
£he third one we consider a case in which the intervals are narrower than [0,1]. 
Example 16. Consider the interval-valued probability assessment Vot\ on T = 
{E\H, HC\(ECH V Hc)}. In the following we prove that Vo,\ is totally coherent. As 
Hc A(ECHV Hc) = Hc 
H A (ECH V Hc) = £CH 
(ECHV Hc)c = (ECH)CAH = (EVHC)AH = EH, 
according to (1), we have 
(EH V ECH V Hc) A (Hc V ECH V EH) = EH V £CH V He. 
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Then the constituents generated by T are: Ci = EH} C2 = E
CH, C3 = H
c and, 
given a (precise) assessment V = (p\,p2), the generalized atoms generated by (T ,V) 
are: Q\ = (1,P2), Q2 = (0,0) and Q3 = (p\\ 1). In this case, coherence of V amounts 
0 < P i , P 2 < l and V E l . 
For any V = (p\,p2) € {0,1}
2, there exists a subscript h such that V = Qh-
Therefore V0y\ = {[0,1], [0,1]} is totally coherent. 
Example 17. Consider the interval-valued probability assessment V0)\ on T = 
{E\H, EH\(EH V Hc), ECH\(ECH V Hc)}. Here we prove that V0A is not totally 
coherent. In fact, as 
EH A (EH V Hc) = EH 
(EH)C A (EH V Hc) = Hc 
(EHyHc)c = (EH)CAH = (Ec V Hc) A H = ECH, 
and 
ECH A(ECHVHC) = ECH 
(E6H)C A(ECHVHC) = Hc 
(ECH V Hc)c = (ECH)C A H = (E V Hc) A H = EH, 
according to (1) the constituents generated by T are: Ci = EH, C2 = E
CH and 
C3 = H
c. Hence, given a (precise) assessment V = (Pi,P2,P3), the generalized atomsl 
generated by (T,V) are: Q\ = (1,1,p3), Q2 = (0,p2 , l ) and Q3 = (Pi,0,0). 
One can immediately see that V0)\ = {[0,1], [0,1], [0,1]} is not totally coherent. 
In fact the set of the generalized atoms generated by the vertices of V0i\ and T\ 
is {(1,1,0), (1,1,1), (0,0,1), (0,1,1), (0,0,0), (1,0,0)}, which does not contain the| 
assessments V = (1, 0,1) and V = (0,1,0); then Theorem 5 implies that V0f\ is notl 
totally coherent. 
Example 18. Let us consider the interval-valued probability assessment Va p =1 
{[?> {?]. [|- §1. [|. n ] 1 o n ^ = {C\A> C\B,C\(A V B)}, where A, B and C are'log-
ically independent. We prove that Vafp is totally coherent. For this aim, from 
Theorem 7 we need to check coherence of the eight precise assessments correspond-
ing to the vertices of the interval [^, | ] x [^, | ] x [|, —-]. In [16] it is proved that' 
the coherence of an assessment V = (»,/?, 7) on the given family T reduces to the 
condition UV G I", where I is the convex hull of the generalized atoms which in ourl 
case are: Q\ = (1,1,1), Q2 = (0,0,0), Q3 = (l,/?,1), Q4 = (0,/?,0), Q5 = ( a , l , l ) | 
and QQ = (a, 0,0). This condition is represented by the following system: 
Ai + A3 + a(A5 + A6) = a 
Ai+A 5 + /?(A3 + A4) = /? 
Ai + A3 + A5 = 7 
EJ^A,- = 1,A<>0. 
У — aß „ a + ß-laß 
7 — a + ß-aß' 1 1 - a / ? 
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Some calculations show that the above system is compatible for all the eight 
vertices. In particular the assessment ( | , ^, TJ) belongs to the face of the convex 
hull delimited by the generalized atoms (0 ,0 ,0) , ( l , | , l ) and (^, 1, l ) ; the assessment 
(2» 3»§) t>e"onSs t ° the face delimited by the generalized atoms (^,0 ,0) , ( 0 , | , 0 ) 
and (1 ,1 ,1) . The points representing the other assessments are internal to the 
corresponding convex hulls. 
We point out that the family T = {C\A, C\B, C\(A V B)} is related to the 
disjunction rule of Adams, see [1]. It has been also investigated in [16] where it is 
proved that, for each a,/3 E [0,1], the assessment (a, /?, 7) is coherent if and only if 
T e f r ' - T " ] , with 
(8) 
On the basis of the above results, we can give an alternative proof of the total coher-
ence of the interval-valued probability assessment Va£ = { [\, ^] , [5, | ] , [§, yy] } 
on T. Consider the pair (a,/?) = ( i ? ^ ) 1 ky (8) we obtain that the assessment 
(5, 5 ,7) is coherent if and only if 7 G [|, yy]. Thus the assessments (±, | , | ) and 
( 4 ' 3 ' Tl) a r e c°herent . In the same way, one can prove that the assessments as-
sociated with the other vertices of Va$ are coherent and therefore Vatp is totally 
coherent. 
(Received November 7, 1997.) 
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